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About This Game

Create your own musical instruments and soundscapes in VR. Engineer, compose, and perform. Make wild sound machines to
perform for you.
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Title: MuX
Genre: Indie, Simulation, Early Access
Developer:
Decochon
Publisher:
Decochon
Release Date: 18 Dec, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows™ 7 or later, 64 bit

Processor: Processor: Intel Core i5-4590 or AMD FX 8350 (equivalent or better)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Graphics card: NVIDIA GTX 970 or AMD Radeon R9 290 (equivalent or better)
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Fun little music sandbox, if you like music and\/or logic I'd definitely recommend giving this a try - enjoy building up 'circuits'
to power your beats.. Edit 02\/10\/2018: Since I wrote this review initially, the dev has actually created a method of movement
that allows us to play the game without having to have an open room. This makes everything within reach.

Original Review Below:
It's actually really cool, but I really do wish there was a way to move without needing roomscale, as this game seems to place
every function riiiiiight where my IRL bookshelf is. Right now, I can see that it's super cool so I'll give it a thumbs up, but for
me to actually play this, I think I'll need to get an open room to play in.. basically PD in VR. Super lovely, way underrated.. The
most fun I've ever had taking a hearing test! -seriously, really neat sound sandbox. Early days, but a pretty fantastic audio
experimentation interface :). If you're into music and sound design you can't miss this one, think about a VR Reaktor...
devs are active and updates are coming quite fast, they list to the community so thumbs up and full support!. This is simply
amazing! Add this to the list of "Things I Didn't Know I Needed in VR But Totally Do!"
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